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Ultra-fast label-free quantification and 
comprehensive proteome coverage 
with narrow-window data-independent 
acquisition

Ulises H. Guzman    1,7, Ana Martinez-Val    1,7, Zilu Ye    1,2,7, Eugen Damoc3, 
Tabiwang N. Arrey3, Anna Pashkova3, Santosh Renuse4, Eduard Denisov3, 
Johannes Petzoldt3, Amelia C. Peterson3, Florian Harking1, Ole Østergaard    1, 
Rasmus Rydbirk    5, Susana Aznar    6, Hamish Stewart3, Yue Xuan    3, 
Daniel Hermanson4, Stevan Horning3, Christian Hock3, Alexander Makarov    3, 
Vlad Zabrouskov4 & Jesper V. Olsen    1 

Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics aims to characterize 
comprehensive proteomes in a fast and reproducible manner. Here we 
present the narrow-window data-independent acquisition (nDIA) strategy 
consisting of high-resolution MS1 scans with parallel tandem MS (MS/MS) 
scans of ~200 Hz using 2-Th isolation windows, dissolving the differences 
between data-dependent and -independent methods. This is achieved by 
pairing a quadrupole Orbitrap mass spectrometer with the asymmetric 
track lossless (Astral) analyzer which provides >200-Hz MS/MS scanning 
speed, high resolving power and sensitivity, and low-ppm mass accuracy. 
The nDIA strategy enables profiling of >100 full yeast proteomes per day,  
or 48 human proteomes per day at the depth of ~10,000 human protein 
groups in half-an-hour or ~7,000 proteins in 5 min, representing 3× higher 
coverage compared with current state-of-the-art MS. Multi-shot acquisition 
of offline fractionated samples provides comprehensive coverage of  
human proteomes in ~3 h. High quantitative precision and accuracy  
are demonstrated in a three-species proteome mixture, quantifying  
14,000+ protein groups in a single half-an-hour run.

Genomics and proteomics offer immense potential for enhancing 
human health and the environment. For example, next-generation 
sequencing has revolutionized genomics by making DNA and RNA 
sequencing much faster and cost-effective. Conversely, MS-based 

proteomics has only gradually improved MS hardware, acquisition 
strategies and software1,2, to enable comprehensive profiling of human 
cell line proteomes, encompassing nearly all expressed proteins3,4. How-
ever, scalability remains a challenge, as in-depth proteome coverage 
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the end of the Orbitrap Exploris ion routing multipole (IRM) (Fig. 1a, 
Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Note 1).

In MS/MS acquisition, ions are first accumulated in the IRM, and 
then directed across to the ion processor, a linear quadrupole ion trap 
incorporating two pressure regions. The function of the ion processor 
is similar to the combination of a C-Trap and IRM, albeit operating much 
faster. Admitted ions are accumulated and fragmented via higher-energy 
collisional dissociation (HCD)16 in a high-pressure region, and then 
passed at low energy to a low-pressure region, across an apertureless 
interface, before final cooling and pulsed extraction to the Astral ana-
lyzer. The two regions operate in a parallelized manner such that two 
ion packets are processed simultaneously, in addition to a third within 
the IRM and any being detected with the Orbitrap and Astral analyzers, 
for a total of five ion packets. This approach enables the alignment of 
a high spectral acquisition rate with a relatively long ion processing  
time in the low-millisecond range. The performance envelope is particu-
larly well suited to MS/MS operation, and in a typical analysis the Astral 
analyzer is set to handle all MS/MS acquisition. The coupled Orbitrap 
analyzer, on the other hand, is given the full length of the MS/MS cycle 
to acquire parallel full-MS spectra, which allows it to run at 240,000 
or 480,000 resolution settings much higher than the typical 60,000  
or 120,000, and which also improves full-MS sensitivity and resolution.

It is possible to operate the instrument in DDA mode with top 
speed acquisition of ~150 Hz, but restricting maximum ion fill time to 
3.5 ms in nDIA mode results in 170-Hz MS/MS acquisition rate while 
injection time of maximum 2.5 ms delivers >200-Hz MS/MS acquisition 
(Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 2a,b). The fastest nDIA scanning speed 
generates ~400,000 DIA MS/MS spectra in half-an-hour of LC–MS/MS 
analysis of a human embryonic kidney cell (HEK293) tryptic digest  
(Fig. 1c). The overall MS/MS spectra intensity was higher in DDA mode 
(Fig. 1d), reflecting the abundance bias of DDA methods having the 
propensity to isolate the most abundant precursors17 (Supplementary  
Fig. 2c). Despite lower MS/MS intensities, nDIA acquisition mode 
resulted in higher identifications of approximately 170,000 peptide 
precursors and ~10,000 protein groups (hereafter referred to as pro-
teins) (Fig. 1e,f). The quantitation of peptides and protein identifica-
tions can be performed with high reproducibility, with coefficient 
of variation (CV) below 20% for 90% of precursors and 95% of pro-
teins, respectively (Fig. 1e,f). The median CVs at precursor level for 
nDIA were lower compared with DDA (<7% versus <19%, respectively)  
(Fig. 1g). This observation can likely be explained by the semi-stochastic 
nature of DDA precursor selection18. The comparison between DDA and 
DIA strategies showed higher performance for nDIA, although closely 
followed by DDA and also with faster LC gradients and different DDA 
acquisition schemes with 15-min LC–MS/MS runs (Supplementary  
Fig. 2d–f). Of the four DDA acquisition methods compared, three 
of them, top 100, top 75 and cycle 0.5 s, showed comparable perfor-
mance, with >70,000 quantified precursors in 15 min at the top speed 
acquisition of ~150 Hz. However, DDA cycle 0.5 s and top 75 showed the 
best protein identifications, with 7,378 and 7,061 quantified proteins, 
respectively. Despite that the DIA-NN software was originally designed 
for DIA data, it is superior to most DDA-specific search engines for 
analyzing Orbitrap Astral DDA data. We therefore used DIA-NN for 
analysis of both DIA and DDA data to maintain the same bioinformatics 
workflow for both methods.

requires extended MS measurement time4,5, limiting its application 
in systems biology and large clinical cohort studies, where cover-
age of low-abundance transcription factors and signaling proteins 
is often sacrificed for throughput. MS data acquisition has shifted 
from data-dependent acquisition (DDA) to data-independent acqui-
sition (DIA)1,6,7. Faster and more sensitive MS instruments, along with 
advanced data processing software, have made DIA the preferred 
method for maximizing proteome coverage in label-free single-shot 
analysis8,9. For instance, the Orbitrap analyzer’s acquisition speed has 
increased notably, from 3–5 Hz for the original LTQ Orbitrap mass 
spectrometer2 to 50 Hz, while time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometers 
routinely generate more than 100 averaged MS/MS scans per second10.

Here, we introduce narrow-window data-independent acquisi-
tion (nDIA) which combines high-resolution MS1 scans with parallel, 
ultra-fast MS/MS scans of ~200 Hz with high resolution and sensitivity. 
This approach empowers the use of narrow 2-Th DDA-like isolation win-
dows for nDIA, enabling comprehensive peptide precursor coverage. 
We demonstrate that single-shot analysis facilitates comprehensive 
proteome profiling and is ideal for high-throughput proteomics. For 
human proteome profiling, we introduce an optimized method that 
swiftly generates comprehensive proteomes by combining offline 
high-pH (HpH) reversed-phase peptide fractionation and short online 
liquid chromatography (LC) gradients (180 samples per day (SPD)) with 
nDIA. This method achieves nearly complete coverage of the expressed 
human proteome of ~12,000 proteins within 3–4.5 h of analysis.

Results
Orbitrap Astral MS blurs the contrast between DIA and DDA
Clinical proteomics and systems biology studies require high- 
throughput liquid chromatography with tandem MS (LC–MS/MS) 
analyses with deep proteome coverage and accurate quantification. 
To achieve this, it is necessary to reduce MS measurement time by 
deploying shorter LC gradients with faster scanning MS instruments 
that can cope with the higher sample complexity per unit time. DIA has 
become the method of choice for single-shot deep proteome profiling 
with short gradients due to its high reproducibility and coverage and 
excellent quantitative performance7,11.

In DIA, co-eluting peptide ions are co-isolated and fragmented 
in predefined mass isolation windows, resulting in complex spectra 
containing fragment ions from multiple peptides. Conversely, DDA has 
higher specificity due to narrower isolation windows but with inferior 
peptide sequencing capacity. Although DIA can achieve higher speci-
ficity by constraining the quadrupole isolation width similar to DDA, 
state-of-the-art mass spectrometers cannot provide the sensitivity and 
acquisition speed needed to routinely perform DIA with 2-Th isolation 
windows on a chromatographic time-scale. An improved mass analyzer 
is required to address the trade-off between speed versus sensitivity 
in the Orbitrap and limited ion transmission in conventional ToF ana-
lyzers. Here, we leverage the asymmetric track lossless (Astral) mass 
analyzer, capable of ~200-Hz MS/MS acquisition rates at high resolving 
power and sensitivity, which permits routine nDIA analysis with narrow 
2-Th isolation windows. The analyzer is a part of the Thermo Scien-
tific Orbitrap Astral mass spectrometer12, which combines a modified 
Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Exploris 480 (ref. 13) mass spectrometer 
with the Astral analyzer12,14,15 via a transport octapole appended on 

Fig. 1 | Benchmarking of nDIA against DDA. a, Hardware overview of the 
Orbitrap Astral MS instrument. b, MS/MS scan rate over the 28-min effective 
chromatographic gradient length. DDA and DIA slow (3.5 ms) and fast (2.5 ms) 
methods are depicted by different colors (green, purple and red, respectively).  
c, Cumulative MS/MS scans across the 28-min effective chromatographic 
gradient acquired in the Astral analyzer. d, log2 intensity of MS/MS spectra 
measured in the Astral analyzer with DDA and DIA. e, Quantified precursors 
measured with DDA and nDIA operation mode below 10% and 20% of CV  
(n = 3, 1,000 ng of tryptic HEK293 peptides). f, Quantified and identified proteins 

below 10% and 20% of CV with DDA and nDIA approaches (n = 3, 1,000 ng of 
tryptic HEK293 peptides). g, CVs (%) for quantified precursors by different 
operation modes. Median CV is shown in red for each approach. h–j, Absolute 
median mass deviation of peptide precursors determined with the Orbitrap 
Astral full-MS using the Orbitrap analyzer (h), the Orbitrap Astral MS/MS using 
the Astral analyzer (i) and the Orbitrap Exploris 480 MS using the Orbitrap 
analyzer (j); 50th and 90th quantiles are shown. In boxplot figures, center lines 
show the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers 
extend 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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To ensure reliable identifications from the large number of DIA MS/
MS scans recorded with the Astral analyzer, we estimated the empirical 
false discovery rate (FDR) using entrapment database analyses19 with 

spectral library-free searches in Spectronaut (v.18). First, we searched 
against a 9× larger shuffled human mimic database. The empirical FDR 
at protein level corrected for the mimic database size was estimated to 
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be ~0.7% when analyzing both HEK293 and HeLa datasets (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3a,b). Second, we also estimated empirical FDR by searching 
against an Arabidopsis thaliana database as decoy and performed FDR 
estimations by conducting bootstrap analyses with 23 repetitions. 
Reassuringly, the corrected FDR estimation from this was 1.25%, con-
sistent with the mimic database entrapment analysis (Supplementary 
Fig. 3c,d). Furthermore, by using Spectronaut’s algorithm for interfer-
ence detection and analyzing all precursors identified, we found that 
only 1.4% had interfering ions (Supplementary Fig. 3e,f).

Mass accuracy determines fragment ion identity in peptide search 
engines20. To evaluate the Astral mass analyzer’s accuracy in MS/MS 
mode, we used a 200-Hz, 2-Th nDIA analysis of a tryptic digest of 
HEK293 cell lysate. The Orbitrap MS1 full scan at 240,000 resolution 
showed 0.95-ppm mass median absolute deviation (Fig. 1h), akin to 
previous reports21. For matched fragment ions recorded by the Astral 
analyzer, the median absolute deviation was 1.88 ppm, similar to Orbit-
rap MS/MS at 15,000 resolution (Fig. 1i,j). Although the Orbitrap mass 
calibration remains stable for days, the Astral mass accuracy may drift 
(~3 ppm) over time. This drift can be corrected through regular auto-
matic recalibration via the internal calibrant source or post-acquisition 
recalibration, resulting in sub-ppm-level mass accuracy.

Fast sequencing enables deep proteome profiling
Comprehensive proteome coverage is essential for large-scale systems 
biology studies involving thousands of conditions. The first complete 

proteome of a eukaryotic organism analyzed by MS was that of yeast22, 
and with state-of-the-art instrumentation it was possible to cover 
~4,000 yeast proteins in approximately 1 h of LC–MS/MS time23.

Analyzing whole yeast cell digests with nDIA (2-Th) across various 
LC gradient lengths, from 5-min active LC gradients (180 SPD) up to 
96 SPD (15-min gradient), achieved nearly complete yeast proteome 
coverage (~4,500 proteins) ten times faster than previous reports, and 
maintaining high quantitative reproducibility (Fig. 2a).

In contrast, a human cell proteome comprises >12,000 (refs. 3,4,24)  
protein-coding genes with a high dynamic range (>6-logs)25,26, demand-
ing extended MS measurement time for comprehensive coverage. 
To evaluate human proteome coverage and sensitivity achieved  
with nDIA (2-Th), we measured increasing amounts of HEK293 digests 
(from 100 ng to 2,000 ng) with 60-min active LC gradients. Reassur-
ingly, the measured MS/MS signal scaled with loading amounts and 
did not seem to be saturated at the highest load (Fig. 2b). Peptide  
and protein coverage and quantitative reproducibility also cor-
related with loading amounts, with an average of 9,879 proteins and 
159,627 unique peptides (164,216 modified peptides) when injecting 
2 µg of HEK293 protein digest, but covering 88% of proteins with only 
100 ng (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 1). To optimize proteome 
coverage and MS measurement time, we compared different loadings 
of the HEK293 digest across different LC gradient lengths (Supplemen-
tary Table 2, Extended Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary Note 2). This 
analysis revealed that the 28-min active LC gradient of 1 µg resulted 
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a, Protein groups identified and quantified below 10% and 20% of CV (n = 3) in 
a yeast extract using different chromatographic gradient lengths. b, Boxplot 
of total ion current (in log10 scale) measured in a dilution series (from 100 to 
2,000 ng) of a HEK293 cell protein digest. c, Protein groups, precursors and 
modified peptides identified (n = 3) in a dilution series of HEK293 cell peptide 
extract using Spectronaut (v.17). d, Protein groups, peptides and precursors 

identified in three replicates in a low-amount dilution series and 12 single HeLa 
cells (SC) individually using Spectronaut (v.18). Next to each bar, the number 
of each quantified with CV < 20% and CV < 10%. Box limits indicate the 25th and 
75th percentiles as determined by R software; whiskers extend 1.5 times the 
interquartile range from the 25th and 75th percentiles; outliers are represented 
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in 9,619 proteins with outstanding reproducibility (median CV < 3%) 
(Supplementary Table 3).

Reduced identifications with lower sample loads highlight 
the necessity for tailored DIA acquisition methods, especially for 
high-sensitivity strategies. To address this, we widened the isola-
tion window and scaled the maximum injection time (maxIT) for 
decreasing sample amounts, while maintaining a constant scan cycle 
time (Supplementary Fig. 4a). We analyzed 10-ng, 25-ng and 100-ng 
injections using 2-Th, 4-Th, 8-Th and 16-Th windows, with 3.5-ms, 7-ms, 
14-ms and 28-ms maxITs (Supplementary Table 2), respectively, using 
a 60-min active LC gradient. We found that for 100 ng, the optimal 
method was 4-Th windows with 7-ms maxIT, yielding 8,600 proteins. 
Lower loads benefited from wider 8-Th windows, resulting in 6,600 
proteins from just 10-ng input (Supplementary Fig. 4b and Supple-
mentary Table 4). Decreasing loading amounts rarely reached the 
ideal ion target value and this under-sampling is most pronounced 
with narrow isolation windows (Supplementary Fig. 4c). The impact 
of different window sizes was not uniform across the mass range, 
with peptides of higher m/z most affected (Supplementary Fig. 4d). 
Therefore, scaling window size and maxIT in different mass ranges 
according to sample loads may provide a means for maximizing 
peptide coverage given the sample input. To test the instrument 
sensitivity, we performed DIA analyses on a range of HeLa digest 
dilutions, spanning from 50 pg up to 10 ng, and also included analysis 
of 12 individual single HeLa cell preparations (Fig. 2d). To maximize 
sensitivity of the MS/MS scans, the DIA isolation windows were gradu-
ally widened from 5 Th to 20 Th, scaling maxIT accordingly, and using 
high-Field Asymmetric waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS) 
with single compensation voltage of −50 V optimized for DIA-based 
proteome analyses 13. The reason for adopting this approach was 
to improve coverage of peptides with lower abundance, otherwise 
missed with narrower isolation windows, while FAIMS acted as an ion 
filter to minimize singly charged background ions, thereby enhancing 
multiply charged peptide signal-to-noise ratios. As expected, peptide 
and protein coverage scaled with input amount, but reproducible 
quantification was maintained even in the low-abundance range  
(Fig. 2d). These data establish the high sensitivity of the Orbitrap 
Astral MS instrument, enabling the identification of ~3,000 proteins 
from 50 pg and >4,500 proteins from single HeLa cells. Approximately 
80% of these proteins were quantified with CV < 20% from 250 pg in 
dilution series. The single-cell data exhibited higher variation, which 
is expected due to the inherent heterogeneity of individual cells. 
This dataset demonstrates that the Orbitrap Astral MS instrument is 
particularly well suited for single-cell proteomics research.

To benchmark the performance of the nDIA strategy on the 
Orbitrap Astral for high-throughput proteomics against the current 
state-of-the-art, we compared the 5-min HeLa analysis results with 
reference DIA datasets on HeLa recorded with an Orbitrap Exploris 480 
(ref. 13), a ZenoTOF 7600 (ref. 27), a TripleTOF 6600 (ref. 8) or a timsTOF 
HT (ref. 28), also with 5-min LC gradients, respectively. When analyzed 
with the same DIA processing software tools (Spectronaut and DIA-NN) 
and software settings rendering the results comparable, the Orbitrap 
Astral MS instrument identified 7,538 protein groups using DIA-NN 

in spectral library-free mode, whereas the TripleTOF identified 3,330 
proteins, the ZenoTOF 3,419 proteins, the timsTOF HT 3,737 proteins 
and the Orbitrap Exploris identified 3,143 proteins (Supplementary  
Fig. 5a). The nDIA analysis with the Orbitrap Astral reproducibly identi-
fied >75,000 different modified peptide variants with the 5-min gradi-
ent, which was 3× more identifications compared with any of the other 
MS platforms (Supplementary Fig. 5b).

nDIA enables precise and accurate label-free quantification
To test the nDIA method performance for label-free quantification 
(LFQ), we analyzed mixed species proteome samples composed 
of human, yeast and Escherichia coli proteins in six different ratios  
(Fig. 3a). We analyzed the samples using nDIA (Supplementary Table 2) 
to benchmark the proteome coverage and quantitative accuracy and 
precision of the Orbitrap Astral mass spectrometer against DIA on an 
Orbitrap Exploris 480 mass spectrometer.

The Orbitrap Astral MS instrument identified >2×proteins and 
3.5×peptide precursors in a 28-min LC gradient when analyzing 
800 ng of HEK lysate compared with the Orbitrap Exploris 480 MS 
instrument with a 45-min LC gradient (Fig. 3b and Supplementary 
Fig. 6a). Notably, the Orbitrap Astral MS instrument demonstrated 
high technical reproducibility, with approximately 90% of proteins 
having CVs < 20% and low number (~3%) of missing values in technical 
triplicates (Supplementary Fig. 6b,c). Additionally, the MS/MS-based 
protein quantitation results in the Astral analyzer showed higher accu-
racy and lower standard deviations (~0.3) compared with the Orbitrap 
Exploris 480 MS instrument at the expected ratios for yeast and E. coli 
(Fig. 3c). Moreover, the higher protein and peptide coverage per pro-
tein resulted in improved protein quantification, particularly when 
using the MaxLFQ algorithm29. Unlike the QUANT2.0 algorithm, which 
only uses the top three peptide groups for protein quantification, 
the MaxLFQ algorithm utilizes over 99% of the measured precursors 
for protein quantification (Fig. 3d). The QUANT2.0 algorithm disre-
garded ~210,000 precursors, which were almost as abundant as the 
~44,000 selected30 (Fig. 3e). Including these extra precursors in the 
MaxLFQ algorithm significantly improved quantification perfor-
mance and demonstrates that nDIA provides accurate and precise 
protein quantification. To asses any possible abundance bias in quan-
titative precision and fold accuracy, we plotted the log2-tranformed 
protein intensities against the corresponding CVs of the protein 
ratios (Supplementary Fig. 7). Reassuringly, low-abundance proteins 
had higher fold-change CVs compared with high-intensity proteins. 
Density plots depicting fold-change CV distributions per species 
showed that approximately ~80% of the quantified proteins for  
Homo sapiens and Saccharomyces cerevisiae resulted in median  
CV below 10%, while for E. coli it was below 20%.

Deep proteome acquisition through fast multi-shot strategy
To overcome the inherent wide dynamic range of human protein abun-
dances, a multi-shot proteomics strategy based on offline peptide 
fractionation can be employed to increase dynamic range and cover-
age compared with single-shot experiments. Fractionation decreases 
sample complexity but requires extensive MS measurement time.  

Fig. 3 | Enhanced LFQ accuracy and precision with the Orbitrap Astral mass 
spectrometer. a, Graphical representation of the experimental design. Tryptic 
peptides from three species were combined in six distinct ratios (E5H50Y45, 
E10H50Y40, E20H50Y30, E30H50Y20, E40H50Y10 and E45H50Y5). Samples 
were processed using the Orbitrap Astral mass spectrometer in technical 
triplicates, employing a 3.5-ms maxIT and 2-Th window size method. The loading 
amounts were 200 ng and 800 ng. b, Number of proteins identified from the 
three species in each sample. For the Orbitrap Exploris 480 MS runs, the loading 
amount was 500 ng. c, log-transformed ratios of quantified proteins. Scatter 
plots for all runs over the log-transformed protein intensities are displayed on 
the left, while density plots are on the right. Colored dashed lines represent 

expected log2(A/B) values for proteins from humans (green), yeast (orange) and 
E. coli (purple). Standard deviations are displayed on the density plots. FC_9, FC_4 
and FC_1.5 are calculated from log2(E45H50Y5/E5H50Y45), log2(E40H50Y10/
E10H50Y40) and log2(E30H50Y20/E20H50Y30), respectively. d, Number of 
precursors used and not used for protein quantifications in the MaxLFQ and 
QUANT2.0 algorithms. e, The intensity distribution of precursors used for 
protein quantifications in MaxLFQ and QUANT2.0 algorithms. f, Density plots of 
log-transformed protein ratios quantified using both the MaxLFQ and QUANT2.0 
algorithms. FC, fold change. The unit in the density plots represents a proportion 
of the total distribution with a sum of 100 and is normalized such that the total 
sums up to 100 (%).
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To maximize proteome coverage, we utilized high-resolution offline 
HpH reversed-phase peptide chromatography31,32 in combination  
with short online LC gradients and nDIA (2 Th) analysis on the Orbitrap 

Astral MS instrument. To identify the most effective strategy to compre-
hensively cover a human cell line proteome, we fractionated a tryptic 
digest of HEK293 cells into 46, 34, 23 or 12 HpH fractions (Fig. 4a).
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By analyzing 200 ng from each of the 46 fractions with 5-min 
effective gradient DIA runs (6-h measurement time), we identified 
12,179 proteins and 222,389 peptide sequences using Spectronaut 
(v.17) with directDIA+. This approach reduced the required MS acqui-
sition time by sixfold and sample input by fivefold compared with 
previous approaches (Supplementary Fig. 8a). The quantitative per-
formance in terms of reproducibility between different fractionation 
schemes was high, with Pearson correlation coefficients above 0.9 
for all pairwise comparisons (Supplementary Fig. 8b). Additionally, 
~90% of all quantified proteins in 23 HpH-fractionated HeLa and HEK 
cell lines had CVs < 10% (Supplementary Fig. 8c). Combining three 
biological replicates of each of the fractionation schemes resulted 
in a maximum coverage of 12,328 proteins from ~246,000 peptides 

from both 34 and 46 fractions (Fig. 4b). Notably, the 34 and 46 frac-
tionation schemes achieved an average protein sequence coverage  
of ~40%.

Reducing the HpH fractionation scheme from 46 to 34 and 23 
concatenated fractions resulted in similar proteome coverage of 99.4% 
and 96.7%, respectively (Fig. 4c). This suggests that routine acquisition 
of up to eight comprehensive human proteomes per day is feasible. The 
additional proteins identified by multi-shot compared with single-shot 
analysis are in the low-abundance range and represent important sign-
aling proteins, including transmembrane receptors and transcription 
factors (Fig. 4d). The number of proteins quantified in the 34 frac-
tionation scheme was comparable in coverage to next-generation RNA 
sequencing data of HEK293 (normalized transcripts per million > 0.5, 
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Fig. 4 | Comprehensive human proteomes by multi-shot proteomics.  
a, Experimental workflow of all HEK293 experiments and fractionation schemes 
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12,299 different gene products), with an overlap of 88.8% at gene  
level (Fig. 4d).

Our dataset encompasses ~80% of core protein complexes in 
the CORUM database33,34, providing evidence of its completeness  
(Fig. 4e). The extensive peptide coverage also enabled us to search 
for post-translational modifications, which typically require specific 
enrichment strategies before MS analysis35. We identified ~2,700 
N-acetylation sites, which, as previously shown4, mainly target  
cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins (Fig. 4f). Additionally, we detected 
~4,000 phosphorylation sites (site localization > 0.75; Supplementary 
Fig. 8d), covering the entire protein abundance distribution and likely 
representing the most abundant cellular sites (Fig. 4g). In accord-
ance with previous studies36–38, phosphosites were mainly targets of 
proline-directed kinases such as the cyclin-dependent kinases and the 
mitogen-activated protein kinases.

nDIA empowers systems biology and clinical proteomics
Functional genomics screens require large-scale approaches to 
evaluate gene functions, often through knockouts or knockdowns39. 

High-throughput proteomics can be used to analyze specific biological 
processes or diseases caused by genetic perturbations. Historically, 
the model organism to perform genome-wide screens in is S. cerevi-
siae, and consequently the proteomics community constantly strives 
to acquire comprehensive yeast proteomes in minimal MS analysis 
time (Fig. 5a). Given the essentially complete yeast proteome profil-
ing provided by nDIA with 5-min gradients, we applied this to analyze 
a yeast strain library consisting of 104 gene knockouts targeting cell 
cycle, proteasome, DNA damage response and kinase genes (Fig. 5b). 
We consistently quantified ~4,500 proteins across all biological condi-
tions and replicates, with 93.98% of proteins reproducibly quantified 
with CV < 10% (Fig. 5c).

In total, ~4,300 yeast proteins were consistently measured in 80% 
of samples (Fig. 5d). Analysis of knockout-regulated proteins showed 
that changes in protein abundances are linked to general biological 
processes such as cellular adaptation of translation rate and metabolic 
pathways (Fig. 5e). This dataset, collected in ~41.5 h and with great 
proteome depth for each strain, consistently reproduced the findings 
of a recent systematic yeast gene knockout screen40.
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To demonstrate that nDIA is capable of achieving the high- 
throughput required for analyzing large clinical cohorts and conduct-
ing biomarker discovery experiments, we reanalyzed human brain 
protein extracts from Broadmann’s area 9 (BA9) from a multiple sys-
tem atrophy (MSA) sample cohort of biopsies (n = 45 for MSA cases, 
and n = 29 for controls) in three technical replicates (222 LC–MS/MS 
runs) using the 180-SPD method (Fig. 6a). MSA is a rare and fatal neu-
rodegenerative disease that affects most of the cortical brain areas41. 
Although the pathologic hallmark of MSA is accumulation of aggre-
gated α-synuclein, the underlying pathophysiology of the disease 
explaining the origin of α-synuclein accumulation and the resulting 
loss of neurons remains unknown42. This fast nDIA analysis resulted in 
median coverage of 6,640 protein groups per brain sample, including 
more than 5,400 proteins quantified in >90% of samples. In contrast, 
analysis with half-an-hour active LC gradients using the Evosep One 
Whisper flow 40-SPD method enabled identification of 9,236 protein 
groups with a median of 8,320 proteins identified per sample and 
7,239 proteins quantified in >90% of all samples (Fig. 6b). This com-
prehensive characterization of the MSA proteome was accomplished 

>20× faster with the 180-SPD and >5× faster with the 40-SPD method, 
resulting in 60% and 90% more proteins reproducibly quantified in 
at least 70% of the samples, respectively, compared with the original 
study43 (Supplementary Fig. 9a,b). The 180-SPD method quantified 
about 80% of the proteins quantified by 40 SPD (Fig. 6c). We were 
able to identify the same outliers as found originally, confirming that 
the status as an outlier is associated with the sample and not with the 
analysis method (Supplementary Fig. 9c). The nDIA analysis enabled 
us to reproduce the main biological findings reported in the original 
work, where proteins involved in blood coagulation and in the immune 
system (immunoglobulins and complement factors) were found with 
increased levels in the MSA brain parenchyma (Fig. 6d,e). The deeper 
proteome coverage with the 40-SPD method enabled the detection 
of proteins related to the glutamate release cycle and transcriptional 
processes, and these were highlighted through a gene set enrichment 
analysis (GSEA) to be elevated in the brain biopsies from patients with 
MSA (Fig. 6e). Altered glutamate metabolism has been proposed as a 
potential cause of MSA in animal models44, while disruption of tran-
scription factor regulation has been related to the development of 
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Parkinson-like symptoms45,46 (Supplementary Table 5). These results 
showcase the potential of nDIA to help identify biomarkers of biomedi-
cal importance with high throughput.

Discussion
In the past decade, MS-based proteomics has advanced in MS data 
acquisition strategies and sample preparation methods, allowing 
high-throughput analysis of complex proteome samples8,27,47–49. This 
progress was due to technological advances, such as faster scanning 
mass spectrometers10,50. In this study, we introduce an MS acquisi-
tion approach based on nDIA at 200-Hz DIA MS/MS acquisition rate 
using the Orbitrap Astral mass spectrometer. This approach enables 
obtaining DDA-like DIA data, offering extensive proteome coverage and 
precise measurements at high speed, resolution and mass accuracy. 
Narrowing the isolation window in nDIA enhances selectivity similar 
to DDA methods, which was not possible with current state-of-art mass 
spectrometers. The nDIA strategy proved advantageous, notably in 
high-throughput proteome profiling experiments with short gradi-
ents, mitigating co-elution of multiple peptides and reducing chimeric 
spectra typically occurring in traditional DIA. Furthermore, as nDIA 
blurs the distinction between DIA and DDA, it creates opportunities 
for applications traditionally favoring DDA, such as unbiased pep-
tidoform discovery via open-search strategies. Consequently, nDIA 
approaches could lead to implementation of commonly used DDA data 
processing strategies while addressing the missing value problem in 
DDA by leveraging the high proteome depth, data completeness and 
quantitative precision of nDIA workflows. For instance, the Orbitrap 
Astral mass spectrometer demonstrates the sensitivity needed to rou-
tinely acquire comprehensive proteomes using nDIA, maximizing 
peptide sequencing across the mass range, even with low ion loads. 
We optimized the acquisition speed of the Astral analyzer by scaling 
DIA isolation window size with maxIT, where a 2.5-ms maxIT results 
in >200-Hz MS/MS acquisition rate with 2-Th isolation windows for 
DIA. Moreover, when benchmarking the performance of nDIA against 
publicly available DIA-based reference datasets recorded on human 
cell lines using current state-of-the-art mass spectrometers (TripleTOF 
6600, ZenoTOF 7600, timsTOF HT and Orbitrap Exploris 480), all with 
comparable gradient lengths and analyzed with the same software 
tools and settings, the Orbitrap Astral identified >3× more peptides 
and >2× protein groups in spectral library-free mode compared with 
any of the other MS platforms. Likewise, nDIA enables rapid acquisition 
of essentially complete human proteomes with a throughput of 5–8 
comprehensive proteomes per day by using very short 5-min LC–MS/MS 
gradients to analyze the 23–34 HpH fractions. This strategy provides ten 
times higher throughput than previously, without compromising data 
quality or completeness. The higher peptide coverage resulting from 
this strategy enables direct identification of major post-translational 
modifications without specific enrichment, surpassing the capabilities 
of next-generation RNA sequencing4. We also demonstrated the advan-
tage of nDIA for rapid systems biology studies by comprehensively 
quantifying 312 near-complete yeast proteomes in just 41.6 h. Finally, 
we showcased the potential of nDIA for rapid and in-depth acquisi-
tion of clinical samples with high protein coverage, reproducibility 
and robustness by analyzing a clinical cohort of MSA brain biopsies 
with 5-min active LC gradients. These results highlights the potential 
of nDIA to facilitate routine analysis of large clinical cohorts with the 
necessary depth and sample size to support clinical decision-making 
based on biomarker signatures.

A limitation of the nDIA approach in its current implementation 
is that it impacts overall sensitivity. Reducing the mass range with n 
number of narrow DIA windows reduces sensitivity proportionally 
by n-times. This means that when operating the Orbitrap Astral mass 
spectrometer at 200-Hz nDIA MS/MS acquisition rate, only 0.5% of 
the ion beam is sampled at any given time. A solution to this could be 
storing and sequential release of the precursors synchronized with 

the quadrupole mass filter to maintain sensitivity. Consequently, ion 
scheduling methods (for example, utilizing pre-separation by ion 
mobility) may offer feasible solutions in the future to further enhance 
sensitivity for nDIA. Alternatively, combining nDIA with optimal win-
dow placement for low-abundance targets in a hybrid-DIA51 approach 
or adding a component of retention-time, such as in dynamic DIA, 
could further improve the sensitivity and quantitative accuracy and 
precision. These achievements highlight the potential of MS-based 
proteomics for quantifying global proteome expression in human 
samples, including tumor-derived cell lines and clinical samples.
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Methods
Sample preparation
Cell lines. Different human cell lines (HeLa (ATCC), HEK293 (ATCC)) 
were cultured in DMEM (Gibco, Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% 
FBS, 100 U ml−1 penicillin (Invitrogen) and 100 µg ml−1 streptomycin 
(Invitrogen), at 37 °C, in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. Cells 
were collected at ∼80% confluence by washing twice with PBS (Gibco, 
Life technologies) and subsequently adding boiling lysis buffer  
(5% SDS, 5 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, 10 mM chloroaceta-
mide, 100 mM Tris, pH 8.5) directly to the plate. The cell lysate was 
collected by scraping the plate and then boiled for an additional 10 min, 
followed by micro-tip probe sonication (Vibra-Cell VCX130, Sonics) 
for 2 min with pulses of 1 s on and 1 s off at 80% amplitude. Protein 
concentration was estimated by BCA.

Yeast strains. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains used in this study 
were S288C isogenic yeast strains (MATα) wild-type, BY4743 and BY4743 
yeast knockout collection from Horizon Discovery. Briefly, yeast was 
grown in YPD medium supplemented with G418 at 400 µg ml−1 at 30 °C. 
Overnight pre-culture was diluted to optical density (OD)600 = 0.2. 
Cultured yeast was collected at OD600 ~ 0.5 by centrifugation (10,000g 
for 5 min at 4 °C), washed two times with cold PBS and stored at −80 °C 
until use.

Tissue sampling. The human brains analyzed in the current study 
were donated to the Brain Bank at Bispebjerg-Frederiksberg Hospital 
(Copenhagen University Hospital, Denmark) or to the Medical Research 
Council (MRC) London Neurodegenerative Diseases Brain Bank (King’s 
College London, UK). All donated brains were neuropathologically 
examined to verify the diagnosis. In total, brains from 29 individuals 
showing no signs of neuropathological disease and 45 patients with 
MSA were included in the analysis (Supplementary Table 5 and Sup-
plementary Table 2 in Rydbirk, Østergaard, Folke et al.43; one CTRL 
sample from the original study could not be included in the current 
study as there was no sample left). Collection and analysis of the sam-
ples were conducted in accordance with the World Medical Association 
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the regional ethical committee 
of the Capitol Region (Denmark), j.nr. H-16025210 and H-15016232, 
and the Danish data protection agency ( j.nr. P-2020-937). All Danish 
donors provided informed, written consent, whereas informed, writ-
ten consent was provided either by British donors or by their next of 
kin. Brain tissue was stored at −80 °C until protein extraction. In brief, 
prefrontal cortex tissue was extracted by transferring ~100 mg of brain 
tissue from both gray and white matter to 500 µl of Tissue Extraction 
Reagent II (Invitrogen) containing 1% (v/v) Protease Inhibitor Cocktail 
(Sigma-Aldrich) in MagNA Lyser Green Beads tubes (Roche) on ice. The 
tissue samples were disrupted and homogenized at 6,000 r.p.m. for 
25 s on a MagNA Lyser Instrument (Roche) with cooling for 90 s on an 
ice-rack between runs. Extracts were centrifuged at 20,000g for 20 min 
at 4 °C and supernatants were transferred to new tubes, aliquoted and 
stored at − 80 °C until analysis.

Preparation of samples for LC–MS/MS analysis. For global yeast 
proteome profiling, yeast cells were resuspended 1:2 in lysis buffer 
composed of 100 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.5, 5 mM 
Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride, 10 mM chloroaceta-
mide and 2% SDS. Cells were lysed by eight rounds of bead beating 
(1 min of beating, 1 min of rest, 66 Hz) in a Precellys 24 homogenizer 
with 400-µm silica beads (2:1, resuspended cells:silica beads). The 
extracted protein lysates were heated to 95 °C during 10 min, briefly 
sonicated and centrifuged at 16,000g, 4 °C. Afterwards, the protein 
concentration was approximated using the BCA assay (Pierce).

The yeast, brain extracts and human cell lines were digested 
overnight using the Protein Aggregation Capture protocol49 with the 
MagReSyn amine microparticles (ReSyn Biosciences). The proteolytic 

digestion was performed by addition of lysyl endopeptidase (LysC, 
Wako) and trypsin enzymes at 1:500 and 1:250 protein ratio, respec-
tively. The samples were incubated at 37 °C overnight. The digestion 
was quenched by the addition of tri-fluoro acetic acid to a final con-
centration of 1%. Peptide mixtures from human cell lines were further 
concentrated on SepPaks (C18 Vac C18 Cartridge, 1 cc/50 mg, 55–105 µm, 
Waters). Final peptide concentration was estimated by measuring 
absorbance at 280 nm on a NanoDrop 2000C spectrophotometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The resulting peptide mixtures from yeast 
were desalted by Stage-tips, eluted and finally dried down using a Speed-
Vac vacuum concentrator. The protein digests from the mixed species 
for the LFQ analysis were purchased from Pierce for HeLa (88328), 
Promega for yeast (V7461) and Waters for E. coli (SKU: 186003196). They 
were mixed manually in six different ratios, E5-H50-Y45, E10-H50-Y40, 
E20-H50-Y30, E30-H50-Y20, E40-H50-Y10 and E45-H50-Y5, respectively.  
Samples were kept at −20 °C until further use.

Offline HpH reversed-phase HPLC fractionation
HEK293 peptides (200 µg) were separated by HpH reversed- 
phase chromatography using a reversed-phase Acquity CSH C18 
1.7 µm × 1 mm × 150 mm column (Waters) on a Thermo Scientific Ulti-
Mate 3000 HPLC system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the Chrome-
leon software. The instrument was operated at a flow rate of 30 µl min−1 
with buffer A (5 mM ABC) and buffer B (100% ACN). Peptides were 
separated by a multi-step gradient as follows: 0–10 min 6.5% B to 15% B, 
10–59.5 min 15% B to 30% B, 59.5–67 min 30% B to 65% B, 67–70 min 65% 
B to 80% B, 70–77 min 80% B, 78–87 min 6.5% B. A total of 46 fractions 
were collected at 60-s intervals. Samples were acidified using 30 µl of 
10% formic acid. Samples were dried down using a SpeedVac vacuum 
concentrator. Sample concatenation was performed manually after-
wards to the following schemes: 34, 23 and 12 fractions. We injected 
200 ng of each sample for LC–MS/MS analysis.

LC–MS/MS analysis
LC–MS/MS analysis was performed on an Orbitrap Astral mass spec-
trometer coupled to a Thermo Scientific Vanquish Neo UHPLC or an 
Evosep ONE system, and interfaced online using an EASY-Spray source. 
Depending on the gradient used different set-ups were used, either 
trap-and-elute or direct injection into the column. Column type was 
also chosen according to the gradient employed (Supplementary 
Table 2). A blank run of the same gradient length was run after two or 
three runs.

For the DDA experiments, the Orbitrap Astral mass spectrometer 
was operated with a fixed cycle time of 0.5 s and with a full scan range 
of 380–980 m/z at a resolution of 180,000. The automatic gain control 
(AGC) was set to 500%. Precursor ion selection width was kept at 2-Th 
and peptide fragmentation was achieved by HCD (Normalized Colli-
sion Energy 30%). Fragment ion scans were recorded at a resolution 
of 80,000 and maximum fill time of 2.5 ms. Dynamic exclusion was 
enabled and set to 10 s.

For the DIA experiments, the Orbitrap Astral mass spectrometer 
was operated at a full-MS resolution of 180,000 or 240,000 with a full 
scan range of 380–980 m/z when stated. The full-MS AGC was set to 
500%. Fragment ion scans were recorded at a resolution of 80,000 
and maxIT of 2.5 ms. We used 300 windows of 2-Th scanning from 380 
to 980 m/z, unless stated otherwise in Supplementary Table 2. The 
isolated ions were fragmented using HCD with 25% Normalized Colli-
sion Energy. For low-amount dilution series, the Orbitrap Astral mass 
spectrometer was connected to the FAIMS pro interface at compensa-
tion voltage −50 V. The full scan range was 400–800 m/z and the full-MS 
resolution was 240,000. Additional information can be found in Sup-
plementary Tables 2 and 6. For the LFQ samples acquired in the Orbitrap 
Exploris 480 mass spectrometer, peptides were eluted online from the 
EvoTip using an Evosep One system (Evosep Biosystems) and analyzed 
at 30 SPD (45-min gradient) using a commercial 150-mm analytical 
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column (EV1113 ENDURANCE COLUMN, Evosep Biosystems). The mass 
spectrometer was operated in positive mode using the DIA mode. Full 
scan precursor spectra (350–1,400 Da) were recorded in profile mode 
using a resolution of 120,000 at m/z 200, with a normalized AGC target 
of 300% and a maxIT of 45 ms. Fragment spectra were then recorded 
in profile mode, fragmenting 56 consecutive 13-Da windows (1 m/z 
overlap) covering the mass range 361–1,033 Da and using a resolution 
of 15,000. Isolated precursors were fragmented in the HCD cell using 
27% normalized collision energy, a normalized AGC target of 1,000% 
and a maxIT of 22 ms.

Further details are described in Supplementary Tables 2 and 6.

Raw MS data analysis
Raw files from DIA and DDA comparison experiments were analyzed 
in DIA-NN 1.8.1 (ref. 56) using an in silico DIA-NN predicted spectral 
library (4,299,848 precursors, allowing for C carbamidomethylation 
and N-terminal M excision and 1 missed cleavage). The spectral library 
was generated from a human reference database (UniProt 2022 release, 
20,598 sequences). The DIA-NN search included the following settings: 
Protein inference = ‘Genes’, Neural network classifier = ‘Single-pass 
mode’, Quantification strategy = ‘Robust LC (high precision)’, Cross-run 
normalization = ‘RT-dependent’, Library Generation = ‘IDs, RT and IM 
Profiling’ and Speed and RAM usage = ‘Optimal results’. Mass accuracy 
and MS1 accuracy were set to 0 for automatic inference. ‘No share 
spectra’, ‘Heuristic protein inference’ and ‘MBR’ were checked. The MS1 
quantification for DDA approach was performed as follows: The output 
results from DIA-NN were filtered for PG.Qvalue < 0.05, Q.Value < 0.01 
and Global.PG.Q.Value < 0.01, then the DIA-NN R package was used to 
calculate the MaxLFQ abundance for protein groups. MaxLFQ abun-
dance was calculated based on ‘MS1.area’ column prior normalization 
by the ratio Precursor.Normalized/Precursor.Quantity. DIA approach 
was assessed using MS2-centric methods from DIA-NN output.

Raw files from single-shot dilution series of HEK peptides, window 
optimization and clinical samples were analyzed in Spectronaut v.17 
(Biognosys) with a library-free approach (directDIA+) using the human 
reference database (UniProt 2022 release, 20,598 sequences) comple-
mented with common contaminants (246 sequences). Cysteine carba-
mylation was set as a fixed modification, whereas methionine oxidation 
and protein N-terminal acetylation were set as variable modifications. 
Precursor filtering was set as Q value, and cross-run normalization was 
unchecked. Each experiment was analyzed separately, and those that 
contained different experimental conditions (different input amounts 
or acquisition methods) were searched, enabling method evaluation 
and indicating the different conditions (each one with n = 3 experimen-
tal replicates) in the condition setup tab.

Raw files from single-shot analysis of different gradients 
and low-amount dilution series (50 pg to 10 ng) were analyzed in 
Spectronaut v.18 (Biognosys) with a library-free approach (direct-
DIA+) using the human reference database (UniProt 2022 release, 
20,598 sequences) complemented with common contaminants  
(246 sequences). Cysteine carbamylation was set as a fixed modifica-
tion, whereas methionine oxidation and protein N-terminal acetylation 
were set as variable modifications. Precursor filtering was set as Q 
value, and cross-run normalization was unchecked. Each gradient was 
analyzed separately, and each analysis contained three experimental 
replicates. For low-amount dilution series the quantification was per-
formed at Orbitrap MS1 level.

Raw files from LFQ analysis of the mixed species samples were 
analyzed in Spectronaut v.17 (Biognosys) with a library-free approach 
(directDIA+) using a benchmark reference database for the three 
species (31,657 sequences in total). Cysteine carbamylation was set 
as a fixed modification, whereas methionine oxidation and protein 
N-terminal acetylation were set as variable modifications. Precursor 
filtering was set as Q value, and cross-run normalization was enabled. 
Each experiment consisting of samples with the same loading amounts 

was analyzed separately, and each condition contained three experi-
mental replicates.

Raw files from different fractionation schemes were analyzed 
in Spectronaut v.17 (Biognosys) with a library-free approach (direct-
DIA+) using the human reference database (UniProt 2022 release, 
2,058 sequences) complemented with common contaminants (246 
sequences). Methionine oxidation and protein N-terminal acetylation 
were set as variables, whereas cysteine carbamylation was set as a fixed 
modification. Precursor filtering was set as Q value. Each fractionation 
scheme was searched independently, except for searches performed in 
triplicate. Quantification was performed using the MaxLFQ algorithm 
embedded in iq R package57. Briefly, extended Spectronaut output 
results were filtered as follow: PG.Qvalue < 0.01 and EG.Qvalue < 0.01. 
Then, the MaxLFQ algorithm was applied using PG.Genes and 
PG.ProteinNames for protein annotation. Finally, to determine the 
percentages of residues in each identified protein sequence (sequence 
coverage), the program Protein Coverage Summarizer was used. The 
human reference database used for quantification and a file contain-
ing all detected peptide sequences with a protein name associated  
(PG.Qvalue < 0.01 and EG.Qvalue < 0.01) were utilized for protein 
assembly and sequence coverage calculation. For the phosphope-
tides search, the 34 fraction scheme was analyzed in triplicate using 
an empirical library generated in-house by the HpH fractionation 
(12 fractions) of phosphopeptide enrichment (119,793 precursors). 
Spectronaut output was reformatted using the Perseus plugin peptide 
collapse58 to create a MaxQuant-like site-table.

Yeast knockout collection raw files were analyzed using Spectro-
naut v.17 (Biognosys) with a library-free approach (directDIA+) using 
a database composed of the canonical isoforms of S. cerevisiae (6,059 
sequences) complemented with a common contaminant database 
(246 sequences). Briefly, cysteine carbamylation was set as a fixed 
modification, whereas methionine oxidation and protein N-terminal 
acetylation were set as variable modifications. Precursor filtering was 
set as Q value, and cross-run normalization was checked.

In Spectronaut (v.17 and v.18), protein grouping was performed 
using the default protein inference workflow with IDpicker as the infer-
ence algorithm.

Plots from Fig. 1b–d were based on MS1 feature detection output 
retrieved by MaxQuant (v.1.6.7.0). Total ion current intensity for Fig. 3c  
was obtained from MaxQuant (v.1.6.14.0). Representative raw files 
for each method were loaded into MaxQuant and analyzed without 
the indication of a FASTA file, to extract only the relevant MS features.

Enrichment analysis was performed with the package clusterPro-
filer59 and using the org.Sc.sgd.db and org.Hs.eg.db. All data analysis 
was performed using R v.4.2.2 and R studio v.2022.12.0 Build 353.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Port-
folio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Data are available via the ProteomeXchange with the following identi-
fiers: (1) DDA versus DIA comparison: PXD046453; (2) fractionation 
strategies: PXD046372; (3) three-species mix: PXD046444; (4) yeast 
KO collection: PXD046386; (5) clinical samples (MSA versus Ctrl): 
PXD046417; (6) single-cell data: PXD046357; (7) single-shot dilution 
series: PXD046283; and (8) window optimization: PXD046285. Sup-
plementary Table 6 contains an overview of the experiments. Source 
data are provided with this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Optimization of DIA acquisition parameters. (a) Total 
ion chromatograms of different MS runs of HEK293 peptide extracts. From top 
to bottom: 60 minutes and 1 µg load, 28 minutes and 1 µg load, 12.5 minutes 
and 200 ng load and 5 minutes and 200 ng load. (b) Protein Groups identified 
and quantified below 10 and 20% of coefficient of variation (n = 3) in different 
loadings and gradients of HEK293 cells peptide extract using Spectronaut 

(v18). (c) Distribution of protein groups quantitation coefficient of variation for 
each gradient. Number in the plot indicates the median CV. (d, e) Cumulative 
identifications of protein groups (d) or modified peptides (e) for 1 µg in 28 or 
60 minutes of chromatographic separation, or 200 ng in 12.5 or 5 minutes of 
chromatographic separation.
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